Dear LIPA board,

I urge you to rethink renewing your contract with PSEG LI. They have not managed our power needs very effectively and our rates are still sky high. A simple storm like Isiah through them into turmoil. I was one of those residents that was without power for 5-6 days during that storm. They were non responsive. I could neither get them on the phone, nor text or any communication whatsoever for days. I think it is time for a change perhaps even to privatize like other states have done. We need reliable affordable power. Also why are they ripping my streets up to put in gas lines where there was electric lines for cooking and heating? It is going backwards. If NY is going to reach there renewable energy goals we need to rethink all of this.

Please let's make things better not worse.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Ann I and Joseph F. Aurelio